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Dwg No. Dwg Title Level 11 Mkt Floor Plan Rev. - 03.04.2018

MK ST2-1011

F E N D E R  K A T S A L I D I S

GEOCON BUILDING CANBERRA

Bimserver 9-Bimserver 20/15065 Section 200 Canberra/15065 General T2
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Fender Katsalidis

MK ST2-1014

LEVEL 14 MKT FLOOR PLAN

REV. -

03.04.2018

BIM Server

Bimserver 9 - BIM Server 20/15065
Section 200 Canberra / 15065
General STG 2
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All areas are provided in accordance with the Method of Measurement for Residential Property provided by the Property Council of Australia.
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LEVEL 17 MKT FLOOR PLAN
REV - REV.
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